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'Detroit Xed Wings 

ATTACKING THE OFFENSIVE ZONE 

-- Players have to read and take what the defense is giving 

-- Don't pre-determine options 

Example: Dumping puck can be effective strategy when the 
defense are standing up; however, a lot of players • dump or shoot the puck in when the defense is 
giving up the line. 

-- Read teammates 

-- If they give you the line, take it! 

-- Read the defender: 

-- what space is he defending 
-- space in front 
-- space in back 
-- does he "close the gap" 

-- most rushes 3-3, 2-2 

- Turnovers -- 10 ft. rule _ium47 rita4/ Lficam- /o 	ate- 

-- Starts with breakout 

-- Forwards get 2-4 shots on goal per game, if six excellent 
-- North American Rush; 8 passes 

-- European Rush, 2 passes 

If things fail, always drive to the net! 

OFFENsIVE ATTACK PRINCIPLES  

A) Player enters the zone with possesions - with speed 
- without speed 

B) Enter wide/rule 

C) Pressure to the net, away from the puck 

D) One attacker moving to occupy the slot 

- con't - 

Doug MacLean 



Late man - defense join attack 

Speed and pressure 

Isolation (2-1) 

Width - Depth in attack 

Regrouping in neutral zone 

Use of the boards 

Examples of Attacks 

A) Outside drive 

H) Delays -- high 
low 
middle 

with trail pass 
with center drive 
short side - lay puck 

C) Crossing 

D) 4th man (defense) 

E) Dumps -- hard around (boards or glass) 
-- cross corner (boards or glass) 

F) Interference 

Teaching Points  

-- Puck control 

-- Support - drill- i.e., 2 line Weave 
3 line weave 

to support teammates 
to avoid coverage 
to create triangle 

-- Movement move 
move 
move 

-- Communicate - make players talk 

-- Cycling / drills / practice daily -- 2-0 
3-0 
vs. defense 



KW carries - utops and 
looks for LD. 
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3-2 	 ATTACKING OFFBNSIVELY 

Puck to winger  C 	 Lw 
drives and picks the  
offside defender. 	 

• II 
 The LW drives_t_  

slot -For tbe pass, 

moves puck and cxosnea  

behind the receiver for  
____a_returm 

(LW) 

I Rcejver --QL---fpc far side nw. c 
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Continuation Play_ 

C gains blueline  and if 

. 11 

	

	confronted, passes to  
RW who stops.,. c 

V goes to ½ boards 

LW ciriveg  deep. 
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Center is _behind. play so  
LW onFR to middle= for  

rp'Js 7w ret”rnw pick 
to RW inside line and  
continues to 35 boards 
position.  C drives 
Wide and deep. 

Hard-Around Entry 

RW fires hazd around. 
The 1st man (LW) gets 

puck & returns puck 
to RW who continues 
low. 

C comes across in 

pasp low 
to LW or to slot to 

431 
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LW returns puck  

behind net to RW. 

C in high slot._ 

LW enters under control 
deep, RW drives to 

far post & center 
fades over to puck 

side & receives pass 

shoot o return ive 

drives to net for stuff 
or pass to RW. 

___centex_tnters over 

& 
drive to net, this 
gives center better 

as  ral -------1 
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PITEn5INT.E_ZONE_PATTERN--
• -----", t°. ••• 	penarm 

opposition net. 

If a forward is behind ti 
opposition net - plLacea_ 
man at each faceoff_doi- ,,. 
/fever a man in fraat of xi 
If C passes to LW, RN 

._ sLot &CR  oit_Le_s__. 
to opposite side of net. 

Al Sep 	potobv 
tob, 

When puck is moved back
to point. 

Once it goes back a secon 

time we are shooting for 

net or passing to opposit 

defense. RW moves in 

front, C holds his groun 
& LW mvoes to side of net 

but is still available as an out. 
LW has entered zone under 

control deep to goal lin 
RN moves behind net as 

out. LW & C goes to 

jck 
screen. 

o behind net to left si 
-try to stuff or passt 
C -- or LW, pass to LD 

e change - 

Practice 

.• 
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